Greetings from the Bunker: In this Special 20th Anniversary PDF issue we have Tom Morin’s latest sensational HASL Project: Operation Turnscrew, the British assault to take Rees, Germany in March 1945. Carl Nogueira will continue his always popular Tactical Tips. We’ll have reviews of the Albany tourney and the Bunker Bash along with previews of the Nor’eastern and Tussle in the Tundra tourneys and all our usual features.

Operation Turnscrew Historical Study: March 1945 finds Germany on the verge of collapse and the Allies close to victory. Though the rout was on, there were occasions when the German military put up a spirited defense of the Fatherland. One such place was Rees, on the east bank of the Rhine River. Tom Morin has taken a modest scenario design that I came up with 30+ years ago (The Fanatic Defense of Rees), and through exhaustive research, and a thorough design and development process, has come up with the HASL contained in this issue. Five scenarios, a Campaign Game, and 17 page Rules Chapter along with a Historical Map make this a worthy product to celebrate our 20th year of publishing this ASL Newsletter. The scenarios range from smaller tournament style actions, up to a larger action using the entire map. Tom also came up with innovative rules/counters for the intense German sniper activity, also dismantled counters for the 94mm ART Gun along with a 10-2 ‘Artillery Leader’ who historically helped the British to victory. We will also have instructions on how to get it printed either at home or have it professionally done at your local printer. Enjoy!
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